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4th Annual Cannabis Conference – Workshop Evaluation 
 

Session B - Workshop Title: 
Adolescent Brain Development, Psychosis, and Suicide: The Dark Side of THC (Laura 

Stack, MBA)  

Question: How would you rate this workshop overall? 

 

 

Question: This workshop met my expectations: 
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Question: I learned something new from this workshop:  

 

 

Question: Was the information/material presented balanced? If no, please explain. 
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Additional responses to prior question: 

1. Not that the presenter was commercially biased, however her particular situation did bias her 
toward the abstainment of using cannabis.  

2. Sometimes she came across as if she was trying to promote various things  
3. The speaker had quite a bit of political bias.  
4. very personal, I did not expect an unbiased speaker once the intro was given  
5. There was a very distinctive POV 

Additional comments: 

Laura is very knowledgeable regarding the effects of marijuana use on youth brain development. I appreciate 
her vulnerability in sharing her story about Johnny. It is very sad to see this happening to our youth across the 
country due to high potency THC. 

Very useful information. 

Really enjoyed this workshop and appreciated the shared personal experience 

Excellent. I learned so much about dabbing, psychosis, mental health in relation to cannabis use. 

I've been familiar with Laura, her foundation and her son's story and have used her book to successfully 
motivate students to change! I appreciated her breaking down the pharmacology in simple terms. And how 
she uses a still-fresh tragic experience to empower others and be a change agent. Love to you, Laura. 

The personal experience shared was emotional and motivating.  Resources are valuable. 

informative and painful 

Laura is an eloquent speaker who has a personal story and science 

I am very familiar with Laura's story and her emphasis, but it was helpful to revisit and hear what she had to 
say. 

So impactful jhonny's story 

Excellent speaker 

My condolences to Mrs. Stack as well as my salute. I cried with empathy but also a little reality of how many 
of my students will fall to this sad journey of thinking they can balance a life of vaping. AND my son will be 
turning 14 next month and I cannot imagine him embarking on this journey. How much is enough info to 
share with him? How much do i plead with him to live a life free of vaping (and marijuana and other drugs). 
Thank you for sharing your story and bringing light to this terrible disease! 
Loved how Laura leveraged her son's story to spread awareness of the effects of cannabis use through her 
non profit. you can tell she is passionate and invested in this work. Excellent! 
Fantastic presentation and very thankful that she shared her late son's experience with us all; it truly is 
making a difference in lives. 
It is so noble to use ehats left after tragedy to help lift and educate others. Laura broke down dabbing, a 
process i thought i knew, to a completely molecular level to truly show how destructive it is. I also didnt 
realize they have an in-school suspension tool as well and am excited to add that to my resources. 

I absolutely loved this workshop!!! 
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This was a great presentation; I cannot stress that enough. This was both informative, passionate, and 
emotional. I learned so much about the different ways in which THC is both produced and used. The specific 
information about brain development and how it is affected by THC use was super enlightening. Thank you! 
Laura Stack was wonderful! Great presentation of weaving information in and out of her own personal life 
story. 

Very brave to teach 

Excellent and engaging presentation with a good balance of science and personal experience. 

I have heard about dabs but never knew what it really was until now. Very heart touching story 

Thank you, Laura, for your powerful presentation. 

I absolutely loved your workshop/presentation. You are such an insperation 

Laura did an amazing job and had a powerful story that was easy to understand. She had my attention the 
entire time and broke down information regarding cannabis in an easy and effective way. I highly recommend 
this workshop! 

Internal Brain chemical: Anandamide--happiness 

My condolences to the speaker and her family. 

Learning how incredibly addictive MJ is nowadays. This is contrary to what I've always been told. I always 
thought it was fairly benign. 

It was very emotional, which at times felt like detracted from the information. 

The information presented in this group and the story of the harms from THC were eye opening. Great 
presenter 
This has been my favorite workshop so far, I learned a lot of information that is relevant to my work with 
teens and the information was presented in an engaging and powerful way. 

loved the material and learned new statistics 

Excellent presentation and resources 

I played it in my classroom with my high school students they were very interested 

So informative! I went to her session last year. So much great information. I would like for her to present at 
my school. 
Amazing workshop !! She was soo informational ! I learned a lot from her and things and thc I had no idea 
about ! 

This presentation was extremely impactful to me. 

Powerful Information, Powerful Story 

Presenter spoke about the Farm Act of 2018 and how legislation in that act allows Delta 8, etc. as it derived 
from products allowed within the Farm Act of 2018. 

Learned soooo much! Thank you! 

I wonder why Laura Stack always uses the term "marijuana" instead of cannabis, which is a more modern and 
less biased term. 
I loved Laura's breakout session and my school team plans to become ambassadors with Johnny's 
Ambassadors! 
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a mix of personal trauma/loss with scientific eplanantion 

Thank you for your candid experience and sharing the things you wish you had known. 

Laura's workshop was so great. Her story showed bravery and courage to speak out about her and her son's 
experience. Such a powerful speaker. 

amazing! 

Amazing workshop, I was shocked by a lot of the information and really moved by Johnnys story. She was very 
informative and broke down the information to share the nitty gritty details of dabbing, I learned so much 
from her. It was an amazing presentation! 
Truly appreciated Laura's sharing her gut-wrenching experience with her son.   She is so brave.   Great 
information and resources. 
Wow.  Powerful speaker with hard hitting information.  You can tell that it's still hard for her to speak about 
her son but what a wonderful passion she has to educate others and prevent what happened to her son. 
I am still in awe with her Laura Stack's presentation, I felt the heart and appreciate the research done on the 
variety of THC synthetic products. 
Powerful speaker who truly educated herself on THC. It made it clear that desire alone wasn't enough to 
become and remain clean and sober. It pointed out the mood changes resulting from the addiction. 
Excellent job explaining what dabbing is.  I know many people who have heard of it but don't actually know 
what it is or how it's produced.  This includes administrators who end up confiscating dab pens weekly. 

Powerful and informative. Such a sad story and I'm grateful for Laura's passion and advocacy 

It was very engaging and heartwrenching to hear from a parent of a child who suffered from effects of 
marijuana. It really hits home as someone who lost a friendship to someone who went through similar phases 
Laura was very knowledgeable and had a lot of helpful information to share. I apreciate that she shared her 
story to help others. The breakdown of what dabbing is was very helpful to my understanding, very eye 
opening. 

Amazing presentation! 

Laura is AMAZING for taking on this issue given her circumstances. She's changing the world! 

I appreciate this representation of information, especially from a source so changed by cannabis 

Fantastic Speaker... I am so glad I attended this one. 

I did not know what dabbing was and appreciated her definition.  I felt that we could have spent more time 
talking about the free resources she and the advocates have developed and less about the individual struggles 
of her family.  Both are important! 

Laura is a great speaker. Love how she use her experience to help others. She is is a great advocate. 

Wonderful presentation. 

Wow. Such an amazing cautionary tale. After the workshop I ran up to my boss and pleaded that we book 
Laura for a speaking engagement 
Laura did a great job of expressing her personal experience with her son's death due to Marijuana. She was 
very informative and heartfelt. 
This was an AMAZING presentation! The speaker was so passionate about wanting to share her message and 
story and truly make a difference so no one has to experience what she did. I'd love to hear her again! 

Moving 
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Such humility and realness from Mrs. Stack. Her motive was so pure. I am one of Johnny's Ambassadors. 

I appreciated the sharing of her story about her son and about Johnny's Ambassadors. There was a lot of great 
information about youth cannabis use as well. Thank you! 

FANTASTIC.:     Learned lots 

Such a heart felt discussion. Learned so much regarding cannabis and its ill effects of Teenage brains. 

I thought Laura's description of how to make highly concentrated THC was crisp and easy to understand. Her 
visuals were super helpful. Her presentation was heartfelt. She's making an incredible difference. 
Incredible workshop. There was so much information about cannabis that I didn't know I didn't know. I feel 
like she should present every year. 

I learned a ton! Thank you! 

I felt like this workshop was more of a a woman telling her life experience with her son vs presenting actual 
fact..the story behind her son was a good one but i was hoping for more factual based discussion 
I so appreciated the time Laura's took to go through the science and genesis of high potency THC and the 
visuals of the current forms of cannabis. It was all so informative and very moving. 

well informed yet emotion driven 

I was stunned by the THC snacks that were Doritos, Nerds, and Gushers - I had no idea! A heartbreaking story 
but one I learned a lot from. 
It was interesting to learn the THC potency chart. I also appreciated learning about legal components as I also 
live in a legalized marijuana state. 

She was an amazing, passionate presenter and had lots of data to share. I loved it all! 

Excellent presentation 

Best session 

Laura should be a keynote. 

This presenter really touched my heart. The presentation Laura gave was Excellent. 

Best one of the day. 

Amazing presentation from Laura and a different perspective of legalized cannabis 

So much love to Mrs. Stack 

A parent perspective of what marijuana addiction looks like and how it creates mental health issues.  I will be 
visiting the website and downloading free materials from the foundation for my school. 

LOVED the personal examples she gave, first hand experiences I could adapt 

Learning the connection of anandamide and the high of THC was extremely valuable. Additionally, how 
psychosis is so potent in that they are difficult directing their help. Especially when they voice that they are 
"ok" when they are not. and then they can die. 
What made Laura so good was her command of the topic combined with her personal experience of losing 
Johnny.  She has extensive knowledge of the research and impacts on the adolescent brain and mental illness 
and explains it all in layperson's terms. I thought I had heard her story before but didn't know the details of 
her son's decline. I found especially helpful the explanation of dabbing, eg., didn't know it could be done on 
any metal surface such as a spoon and her chart on potency and total THC of pre-2000s joint versus edible 
versus current flower versus vape and dab and how it's dose dependent was incredibly helpful. Plus the what 
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she would do today as a parent knowing what she does - great way to end and so important for parents to 
hear and develop a backbone!! 
This presentation was very comprehensive and provided a lot of great data. Ms. Stack's vulnerability in 
sharing her son's story was appreciated, as it highlighted the dangers of high potency THC on the brain. 

Excellent!! Really informative workshop!! 

Mrs. Stack's vulnerability to share her loss gives her the passion needed to get the work out to our parents 
and young people. grateful for her input 

invaluable to hear Laura speak; there's an urgency in this work. 

This workshop was not only educational, but emotional. I greatly appreciated the story that Laura shared and 
how our students can fall into the same patterns so easily. I will definitely be suggesting to have Laura come 
to do a parent workshop for my district. 
Was shocked to hear about how many 18 years old's have medical marijuana cards and that it is quite 
common that they become drug dealers to our youth. 

This workshop was my favorite because not only did it share facts and sources it also shared a personal story. 

amazing presentation, great info and such a compelling story/message 

How legislation is promoting this severe health problem 

Very powerful presentation. I learned so much about what to look for when this is an issue. 

Mrs. Stack is a super human! She delivered this content so eloquently given her situation. Looking forward to 
connecting with her for assemblies in the future. I learned A LOT about how the THC is extracted and details 
regarding how it is used. She was phenomenal! 
I wanted to commend Laura since it must be really challenging to continue to share the dark spiral her son 
went through. This was an outstanding presentation, and when I found myself getting distracted, she would 
just bring me back into focus with the story, with the information, and with the clear emotional connection. I 
choked up some myself, and I thank her for her presentation. 

Loved how she connected with the audience and shared her personal (sad) experience and message 

Very scary but very informative information! 

This was a fabulous presentation. I loved how she used her own personal story. I learned the latest research 
on cannabis including the effects on the brain and mental health challenges. This was very informative and 
she was very knowledgeable on the effects of cannabis use. 

Amazing presentation. Lots of great information. Very knowledgeable and kept my attention the whole time. 

Powerful story with great facts and suggestions on how to work on these issues.  My heart goes out the Stack 
family. 

Impactful presentation with quality information but with a real life tragic ending. 

Excellent information and presentation 

she was excellent speaker, very clear and concise about her data. 

I've been wanted to see Laura present for a while. I like the way she presents information with a combination 
of her experiences coupled with what she has learned since. 
Heartbreaking, emotional message that was also loaded with in depth information about the make-up of 
cannabis products.  Amazing presentation! 

Excellent presentation. 
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I already signed up to be an Ambassador.  I was glued to the screen. Amazing presentation. 

Such a dynamic presenter and incredibly knowledgeable! I learned so many things during this presentation. 

Appreciated her vulnerability to share her heartbreaking story but also the level of knowledge for up to date 
marijuana usage 

Fantastic workshop! 

I Loved Ms. Stack's story and she reminded me of some behavioral symptoms to look for in my students. 

Powerful message. Changed my idea of weed being just weed. 

Amazing speaker! 

This was an amazing workshop!  I will never forget it! 

i enjoyed this workshop! 

fantastic speaker very informational.  tons of relevant data great passion and emotion 

Laura was so easy to listen to, so skilled in presenting all of the science in an easier to understand way 

Laura did an amazing job she educated me a lot on THC. 

Amazing! She is an engaging speaker and educator and I really appreciated how she structured her workshop. 
I learned a lot and will be referring back to her presentation. 

She was very knowledgeable. Her story is so sad  :( 

This presenter was great!! Her story about her son and the knowledge about the increased potency of 
marijuana was insightful. 

her company provides free information to help with the student i work with 

I loved how she told her own personal story. Very informative with facts on cannabis that I can use to help 
educate teens. She did a wonderful job very informative. 
It helped reviewing how the brain develops and how it gets impacted by marijuana use. I loved that she was 
very open about her own experience as a parent and continues to impact many parents and young minds. 
Teaching us about the new ways THC is being used was very helpful in understanding why dabbing and 
cartages are so unhealthy. 

Laura was so engaging, and I learned so much from her presentation! 

This workshop was as authentic and real as it gets. Johnnys Ambassadors will including in my middle school 
teaching. The way social media is used to sell drugs was eye opening! 

This was my favorite workshop from the whole day 

So good!! 

The information I learned was very eye opening. I did not know that marijuana use contributes to psychosis 
and schizophrenia. 

Great information. 

Best virtual workshop that I have ever attend!  Informative and well paced. 

importance of how to intervene and when 
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This workshop was alarming and very informative. Mrs. Stack is a couragous speaker and I was glad I was able 
to sit in on her presentation. 

 


